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Outline vs Discovery Writing



The Iceberg



What the reader can see 
and read

What the reader can 
extrapolate from your 

creation



“Most of your worldbuilding 

should not show up in your 

story. I encourage you to 

really ride the brake.

“Rule of thumb: 10 percent of 

what you know should be in 

your story. For me, it’s about 4 

percent.”

- Patrick Rothfuss, Author of The 

Kingkiller Chronicle



Dos
- Let the reader discover the 

world slowly

- Write three pages of 

descriptions on any element

Don’ts

- Keep detailed notes on the 

world and various physical 

and cultural aspects

- Create new, unique worlds 

with their own weather and 

environment

- Spend so much time 

developing the world that you 

don’t write the story

- Forget to consider how that 

different environments shape 

the cultures



Dos
- Create a variety of cultures 

and races across your world

- Make the different cultures 

monotone, one-dimensional

Don’ts

- Develop a unique history for 

the world and cultures, 

considering folklore as well

- Write what you know

- Have everyone know 

everything about the history 

of the world

- Write only what you know



Writing What You Know
“It’s an adage writers often hear, and it left me confused. Write what I know? How do I 

do that? I’m writing fantasy. I can’t know what it’s like to use magic– for that matter, I 

can’t know what it’s like to be female, but I want to write from a variety of viewpoints.

“As I matured in skill, I began to see what this phrase meant. Though in this genre we 

write about the fantastic, the stories work best when there is solid grounding in our 

world. Magic works best for me when it aligns with scientific principles. Worldbuilding 

works best when it draws from sources in our world. Characters work best when they 

are grounded in solid human emotion and experience.

“Being a writer, then, is as much about observation as it is imagination.”

- Brandon Sanderson, Arcanum Unbounded: The Emperor's Soul postscript



Tracking the World
Keep notes or build an 

outline to keep track of the 

aspects of your world.

Tracking is important even 

- or especially - as a 

discovery writer



Physical Cultural



Physical
- Flora

- Fauna

- Geography

- Geology

- Physics

- Weather



Environment shapes Culture



Cultural
- Language (curses)

- Religion

- Politics/Laws

- Cast system

- Folklore

- Philosophy

- Jobs

- Customs

- Prejudices

- Courtship

- Gender roles

- Education

- Architecture

- Weapons/Tech



Cultures are 
not Monoliths



xkcd’s Fiction Rule of Thumb





Three(ish)
Laws of Magic

Brandon Sanderson’s



One: Solving Conflicts
“An author’s ability to solve a conflict with magic is directly 

proportional to how well the reader understands said magic.”

Soft Magic is used infrequently and never as deus ex machina.

Hard Magic is understood well, likely used and explained often.

Hybrid Magic is in the middle, somewhat understood but not in-depth



Two: Limitations > Power
“What magic can’t do is more interesting than what it can.”

Limitations can drive a story, motivate the characters, create conflict, and build 

depth. What the magic user can’t do often forces them (and the author) to be 

clever about how to get out of conflicts.

Weaknesses can be difficult to create. Avoid the “Superman” type weakness. 

Costs can help limit a character’s reliance on the magic. Consider things like 

magic drives someone insane or makes them age faster.



Three: Expanding Before Adding
“A brilliant magic system… is more often [one] with relatively few 

powers that the author has considered in depth.”

Extrapolation is the process of creating a magic system and considering how it 

affects the world, but isn’t needed for the reader to understand.

Interconnection is making the powers connect as a whole with the character and 

the world.

Streamlining is making use of what you have first. Consider how cultures utilize 

the same magic differently.



The Zeroth Law

“Err on the side of AWESOME.”



Finding What Works
“I can give you lots of rules of thumb. There’s no should; there’s 

just what works for individual people. If it works, then you have 

succeeded.”

- Patrick Rothfuss, author of The Kingkiller Chronicle




